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THE SERIES WITH OVER A MILLION BOOKS SOLD #2 bestseller in entire Kindle store. The
greatly anticipated seventh installment of Derek and Sofia's journey!Everything Sofia believed to be
true has crumbled before her very eyes... Secrets will be revealed, loyalties tested and trust broken.
Are you ready to return to The Shade?
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Threw me into s whirl of emotions. There were so many parts to the story that were well detailed
and had me living within its pages. Seeing everything unravel before me. When I fist head this was
going to be the end of Sofia and Derek's journey I was sad. The ending left me feeling fine with how
is ended. It was such a great read.

Really loved this ending for Sofia and Derek. This book was an emotional roller coaster that left me
with a bit a whiplash! There was so much going on I had to take a few pauses and let my brain
catch up with what I was reading.

OMG!!! I luv this series... Only complaint is that derek and Sofia's story is over :/(

I gave this book all 5 stars because it was fantastic! I am so happy with each of the characters final
place that they came to be at the end of their amazing journey. This book kept me reading through

the night! There was action, intrigue, suspense, love, and all the other good verbs that make a
reader feel as though they are in the story. I am recommending this series to all that enjoy reading a
story that will keep them wanting more! Thank you Bella Frost, your a wonderful author and I cannot
wait to dig into A shade of Kiev!

Bella Forrest is obviously a very talented and creative author. I read each of the 7 books in this
series because I adored the characters Derek, Sophia and Vivienne. Each book was well written
and very exciting. Unfortunately, I am not a big fan of cliffhangers and dragging the story out into 7
books at $3.99 each. This could have been told in 3 or 4 books at $3.99 each and then it wouldn't
be necessary to repeat clarifying explanations of things that happened in the previous books as
much. I am not a big vampire story lover but with thousands of 5 star reviews, I wanted to see what
everyone was raving about. I am certainly glad I did. Ms. Forrest has a real talent for writing
descriptive and captivating stories. I applaud her. That being said, I will not be reading the rest of
the series as it is just too much money to invest.

There's something wrong with Sofia. Sofia returns to The Shade a vampire. The immune are not
immune while not on Earth. The elders are using the vampires as vessels and one of the Novak
twins, Ben, is gone. Sofia's daughter is whisked away to safety by the witches but Ben was not so
lucky. Kiev took Ben and they don't know where to start looking for him. The first priority is defeating
the Elders. Sofia is not right but it is not immediately obvious to Derek that she is being used as a
vessel. Sofia is powerless against the Elder that is using her. She can only hope to be reunited with
Derek and her twins. Sofia and Derek, as well as many other characters, do get their HEA in the
end.This book finally allowed a glance into the Aviary and the hope of true sanctuary by elimination
the ability of the Elders and the Guardians to return to Earth. I was hoping for a good ending for
Derek and Sofia. It was a bit too tidy but I'm happy to overlook that and finish the story of Derek and
Sofia. While I think this series has some a really good original basis, I have no intention of
continuing the series. Things move so slowly at times and I hate that the POV changes so often.

I couldn't be happier about how this story end it...it had all love ,action and mainly focused on Sofia
and Derek's point of view..great happy ending for this couple that survive through this 7 books ...

I have another favorite Author! I didn't think anyone could compete with Rachel Higgison! Best
series of books I've read since I found Rachel Higgison :)Not many books can capture my attention

& draw me in. I read because it helps me fall asleep. So if I'm reading during the day it must be a
good book! This series is amazing & draws you in from the beginning. I have hated each time I have
had to stop reading any of the books. There is always something going on. It's a page turner!I am
always sick & can't do the things I used to even though I'm still young(ish). It's a breath of fresh air
when I read a good book. I really needed to find another favorite author because I read all of
Rachel's books & needed books to read while I wait for her next book. But any books I read in the
mean time just never compare to Rachel's. They are always disappointing & I get board to easily &
have to make myself finish the book. But not with Bella Forest! I have inhaled this series & also "A
Shade of Kiev" which was also Amazing! I have already Pre-Ordered book 11 & can't wait! Luckily I
still need to read the "Beautiful Monster" series! I just know I'll love it to! :)Thank You Bella!
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